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Factsheet for all adults (18+) staying as part of tabir, including sumeniata 

parents. 

 

1. Use the book in kanselaria to sign in and out when leaving tabir boundaries, 

even if only going down to the Hospoda. Gates to Tarasivka are kept locked as 

an added security measure therefore unlocking must be requested. We request 

that going out of tabir is kept to an absolute minimum and only if essential.  

2. All adults will be required to do at least one stiyka shift, hence recommend 

nichna tysha 1.30am and vctavanya 7am. Sumeniata parents may volunteer to 

do a stiyka if another sumeniata parent looks after their child. 

3.  All adults are expected to attend molytva morning and evening. 

4. All adults will be required to help serve at mealtimes and help with the 

washing up – rotas will be organised. 

5. Sumeniata parents are responsible for cherhuvannya in the sumeniata areas – 

prohramova sumeniat to organise rotas. 

6. Sumeniata parents responsible for sink duties at mealtimes – rotas will be 

organised. 

7. During tabir only one parent is the official carer of a sumeniatko and siblings. 

If the other parent wishes to attend tabir they must fill in the appropriate adult 

anketa, report to named person in charge of a particular area e.g. prohramoviy, 

obozniy, holova kukhni and sleep in the tent provided and not in barak 

sumeniat. 

8. No furniture is to be removed from any of the rooms. If there is a problem 

please speak to persons on registration. 

9.  Tabir does not provide accommodation for couples, not even for weekenders. 

All accommodation is pre-designated on either the male or female areas of 

tabir. If people bring their own tents they should be placed in the appropriate 

areas. 

10. Weekend accommodation available by prior arrangement only for adults 

volunteering their services to tabir. 

11. Alcohol may only be consumed in the hall at designated times. Smoking is 

allowed in the designated area. Smoking and drinking in tents is strictly 

prohibited.      

 

 

Thank you for your cooperation 

Holova Taborova Komisia 

Anna Fedeczko 

 

 


